IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR DISQUALIFIED STUDENTS

SDSU does readmit disqualified students who have returned to good academic standing with an SDSU grade point average of 2.0 or above. It is important that you use the time away from the university to identify the problems that caused your poor academic performance, to work on solutions, and to raise your SDSU gpa. Be prepared to question your choice of major and to select a new major that takes advantage of your intellectual strengths. You can prepare for readmission and make progress toward eventual graduation by taking the following steps.

Print an unofficial SDSU transcript and degree evaluation from your Web Portal. Examine the transcript for missed course forgiveness. You can use the Web Portal to file late course forgiveness. If you have questions about your transcript and/or degree evaluation, talk to an adviser in the Academic Advising Center, SS 1551. Academic advisers can help you develop an academic plan for your future.

Visit the faculty adviser for your major or future major so that you clearly understand the requirements you must meet in order to enter the upper division major. Obtain all advice IN WRITING and save it along with your other paperwork.

Sign up for courses at community college. Take NEW courses that will complete missing General Education requirements and/or preparation for your new major. Earn grades of A or B. C or below grades do not send a positive message to SDSU or to you. DO NOT REPEAT SDSU COURSES IN WHICH YOU RECEIVED A C- OR BELOW AT ANOTHER SCHOOL UNLESS YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN THAT ADVICE IN WRITING BY AN SDSU ADVISER.

Complete missing ELM or EPT requirements.

After the year waiting period, use SDSU Open University to repeat courses in which you received a C- or below during your enrollment at SDSU. If you have any remaining course forgivenesses, file for forgiveness using your Web Portal. Use Open University wisely and earn the highest possible grades (only 24 units of Open University courses can be used toward the baccalaureate degree.)

When you have returned to good academic standing (2.0 or higher SDSU gpa), file for readmission during the published filing period.